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AC GENERAL AND INFORMAL MEETINGS 1996

16 January

23 January
30 January

13 February
20 February
27 February
8-10 March

12 March
15-17 March
19 March

26 March

16 April
23 April

30 April
10-12 May

14 May
21 May
22 May

General Meeting: Mick Fowler, The North-East Pillar of
Taweche
Val d'Aosta evening: Mont Blanc
Informal Meeting: Mike Binnie, Two Years in the Hindu
Kush
General Meeting: David Hamilton, Tin'ch Mir West Ridge
Informal Meeting: Phil Wickens, Parvati Valley
Informal Meeting: Ivar Erik Tollefsen, Queen Maud Land
North Wales Meet and General Meeting:
Dai Lampard, Climbing in Pakistan
General Meeting: Jerry Gore, Baffin Island
ACGIAC Glencoe Winter Meet
Informal Meeting: John Temple, Almost a Caucasus High
Level Route
Informal Meeting: Steve Jones, Logan and the Icefield
Ranges
General Meeting: Chris Bonington, Drangnag Ri
Informal Meeting: John Warburton-Lee,
Roofof Amen'cas Expedition
Informal Meeting: Mike Banks, Chinese Tien Shan
Derbyshire Meet and General Meeting: Andy Cave,
Extreme Alpine Rock
General Meeting: Steve Haston, Rock and Ice Climbing
Informal Meeting: Bill Wright, A Futurefor the Cairngorms
Alpine Ski Club Meeting: David Hamilton, Caucasus Ski
Traverse
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28 May
11 June
18 June

25 June
17 September
24 September

27-29 Sept
9 October

15 October

22 October

29 October

2 November

12 November

19 November
26 November

2 December

17 December

THE ALPINE JOUR AL 1997

Informal Meeting: Pete Thompson, Solitude on the Summits
General Meeting: Jon Rigby, Simien Skies
Informal Meeting: Phil Wickens and John Kentish,
Raute Route - the Chechnyan Way
Informal Meeting: Martin Price, Mountains after Rio
General Meeting: Roger Payne, Changabang /996
Informal Meeting: Paul Knott,
The King and Queen ofCanada
Lake District Meet: Jim Fotheringham, Kinnauer
Alpine Ski Club Lecture: Patrick Fagan,
Ski Traverse in the Karakoram
General Meeting: Chris Bonington & Charles Clarke,
Geriatrics and Di/ettantes
Informal Meeting: Andy MacNae & Matthew Dickinson,
Grappling with the Ogre
Informal Meeting with Question & Answer Session:
Jon Tinker, Commercial Expeditions
Annual Symposiurrrand Meet at Plas y Brenin,
The Indian Rima/aya
General Meeting: Col. Narinder Kumar
The Indian Top Ten
Informal Meeting: Alpine Meet 1996
Val d'Aosta Evening: Abele Blanc,
Kangchenjunga & Manaslu
Annual General Meeting
George Band, Via Ferrata for Veterans
Informal Meeting: Jonathan Wakefield,
The Met on Manaslu

The Annual London Dinner was held on 3 December at The Great Hall,
St Bartholomew's Hospital. The principal guest was Kurt Diemberger.
The toast to the guests was proposed by Ian McNaught-Davis.

CLIMBING MEETINGS 1996

8-10 March
15-17 March
10-12 May
18 July-IS Aug
20 July-I 0 Aug

29 Aug-6 Sept
27-29 Sept

North Wales Meet
ACGIAC Glencoe Winter Meet
Peak District Meet
Caucasus Meet
Joint Alpine Meet with the ABMSAC and CC:
Argentiere
Cornwall Meet - joint meet with CC at Bosigran
Lake District Meet
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HONOURS AND AWARDS
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Honorary Membership of the Alpine Club
We offer our warmest congratulations to two new Honorary Members:

Kurt Diemberger, whose distinguished climbing career spans over thirty
years, made first ascents of two 8000ers: Broad Peak in 1957 and Dhaulagiri
in 1960. He is an acclaimed mountain photographer and film-maker who,
with Julie Tullis, established the award-winning 'Highest Film Team in the
World'. He has written several books including three volumes of auto
biography: Summits & Secrets, The Endless Knot and Spirits of the Air.

Harish Kapadia. who has climbed in the Himalaya since 1960, has made
many innovative Alpine-style ascents in lesser-known regions and has been
joint leader of some pioneering Indian-British expeditions. For many years
he has been a distinguished Editor of the Himalayan Journal and the
Himalayan Club Newsletter and has written several books including High
Himalaya Unknown Valleys and SpitL' Adventures in the Trans-Himalaya.

The Boardman Tasker Memorial Award for Mountain Literature
The 14th award ceremony was held at the Alpine Club on 18 October 1996.
The judges were David Craig (Chairman), Ed Douglas and Peter Gillman.
The winning book was A Portrait of Leni Riefenstahl by Audrey Salkeld
(Jonathan Cape). Shortlisted were Spy on the Roof of the World by Sydney
Wignall (Canongate), The Return of John Macnab by Andrew Greig
(Headline Review) and Storms of Silence by Joe Simpson (Jonathan Cape).

THE KING ALBERT MEMORIAL FOUNDATION

The Foundation and its origins were described in Vol1 00 of the Alpine Journal
on the occasion of the presentation of its first International Awards in Sep
tember 1994. Founded in 1993, the Awards comprise a Gold Medal and a
Diploma conferred, at intervals fixed by the Board of Trustees, on people
who have made exceptional and lasting contributions in diverse areas in the
field of mountaineering. At a ceremony held in Pontresina in September
1996, the Foundation presented its second batch of Awards to the following
people distinguished for their achievements in various fields:

Charles Houston mountaineer, scientist, teacher, and pioneer in the field
of mountain medicine, for forty years of research work devoted to the
problems of high-altitude pulmonary oedema.

Erhard Loretan for reaching new frontiers in modern alpinism by a series
of exceptional achievements in the Alps, Himalaya and Antarctic.
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Silvia Metzeltin geologist; author of mountain books and films (some co
authored with her husband Gino Buscaini), including comprehensive
volumes about Patagonia and the Dolomites.

Pit Schubert pioneer in the field of accident prevention and the promotion
of safety in the mountains. Author of the book Safety & Risks on Rock & Ice.

Trevor Braham

THE ALPINE CLUB LffiRARY 1996

There have been five Council meetings during the year. We have moved
into the twentieth century with the purchase of fax and e-mail facilities,
jointly with the Club, and a new more sophisticated copier which can handle
rare books without damaging their spines.

The main achievement has been the retrospective cataloguing on com
puter of the books and guideboeks acquired since the last published
catalogue. This has been made possible by a generous grant of £5500 from
the Rayne Foundation, and the willingness of our professional librarian,
Margaret Ecclestone, to work some 50 extra hours per month until the job
was completed in October.

The final stage is to bring the whole of the published catalogue onto the
computer. followed by some 500 bound volumes of tracts compiled from
1890 to 1960 which have only been partially catalogued. The intention is
to seek a grant from the National Lottery Charities Board for this to be
done professionally as soon as the Board publish their guidelines for
applications of this kind.

The work of converting the Himalayan Index from SUPERFILE to a
more modern and universally used database programme ACCESS has
almost been completed, and arrangements have been made for the supply
of data to the Indian Mountaineering Foundation, the Spanish Alpine Club
and to the Mountain Info section of High magazine.

Some £15,000 has been raised from the sale of certain rare books which
are duplicated in our collection. This goes to our special Acquisitions and
Restoration Fund to permit desirable purchases at short notice and for
urgently needed restoration work which has already commenced.

The Library's investment portfolio is being successfully handled by
Flemings and continues to provide for more than half of our annual
operating expenses. Renewal of members' expired covenants is greatly
appreciated to help fill the gap. We received a munificent legacy from our
late member Frank Solari, who had done so much to assist the Library, the
Club and the British Mountaineering Council over many years. In gratitude
and in his memory, the Council agreed a donation and to assist the under
writing of the printing of a 50-year history of the BMC to be published
early in 1997.
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As always, the Council is greatly indebted to its core of volunteer work
ers. Sadly, two are no longer with us: Margaret Darvall, the Assistant
Archivist, who died in February, and Roger Green, the Assistant Honorary
Librarian, who died suddenly in March. Roger greatly facilitated the move
to Charlotte Road and had already begun to make a significant long-term
contribution.

George Band
Chairman of the Library Council

ALPINE CLUB SYMPOSIUM 1996:
MOUNTAINEERING IN THE INDIAN HIMALAYA

This year's Alpine Club Symposium was held on 2 November at Plas y
Brenin. Harish Kapadia came over from Bombay to be the Keynote Speaker
at what was a very enjoyable and successful occasion.

The Symposium is the most 'public' event of the calendar for the Alpine
Club, and is a prime opportunity for us to attract potential new members.
It was therefore pleasing that of over a hundred people present, more than
half were non-members. Our President Chris Bonington chaired the Sym
posium with practised skill, ensuring that the programme of ten speakers
ran smoothly and to time.

Harish Kapadia gave the first talk, an excellent overview of the Indian
Himalaya, which set the scene for all the other presentations. His witty
style and vast wealth of knowledge made his talk both entertaining and
highly informative. Harish showed us a land of vast contrasts, from the
arid mountains of the north, through to Sikkim in the east. As well as cover
ing the mountains themselves, he explained some of the other issues, such
as bureaucracy, border security, and local culture, which affect us when we
wish to climb in India. He also offered us an insight into why the Indian
system is set up as it is.

A number of talks followed about specific expeditions and themes. During
the rest of the morning, Jim Fotheringham talked about his trips to Shivling
and Rangrik Rang, and Mick Fowler described climbing in Kishtwar. After
lunch, Roger Payne talked about dealing with Indian bureaucracy, linking
this with the impact of climbers on the environments and economies of the
regions we visit. He compared some of the measures taken to promote
sustainable mountain tourism in other parts of the world with the approach
adopted by the Indian authorities. In revenue terms, the global leisure
industry is now the largest in the world, and a high proportion of this spend
occurs in mountain areas. Notwithstanding the border security issues, the
question arises as to what market share, with associated prosperity, India
can hope to achieve while imposing ever greater barriers to tourism, such
as high peak fees, compulsory liaison officers, and associated time
consuming bureaucracy.
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Our member from Delhi, Mandip Singh Soin described a trip through
the frozen Zanskar gorge. Julie-Ann Clyma talked about her two-person
expedition to Nanda Devi East, illustrating for us the benefits of flexibility
afforded by being such a lightweight team. Stephen Venables described
how he had chosen some of his climbing objectives over the years. Andy
Perkins described his recent exploits on Changabang, and graphically
explained the horrors of salmonella poisoning at altitude. Finally, Jerry
Gore gave an amusing talk about a visit to Kulu in 1984.

The lectures were followed by a question and answer session. In addi
tion to general factual questions, significant discussion developed on the
subject of sustainable tourism and environmental impact. The timing of
the event was appropriate, as Joss Lynam, who was present, had just
received from the Indian Mountaineering Federation a faxed schedule of
new higher peak fees and additional restrictions on climbing.

After the Symposium an excellent dinner was attended by about fifty
people. Thanks are due to the staff of Plas y Brenin who once again hosted
this very successful event.

We owe considerable thanks to our sponsors - Berghaus and Cotswold 
who made the Symposium financially viable, and to all the speakers who
generously shared with us their knowledge, experience and excellent slides.*

Mike Fletcher

THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
OF MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE
Bretton Hall, Yorkshire, 16 November 1997

The theme for this festival was ghosts; but there was nothing insubstantial
about any of the presentations. With the biggest audience in its ten-year
history - drawn perhaps by the presence at the top of the bill of super
alpinist and rock athlete turned author, Catherine Destivelle - this was,
appropriately, the most enjoyable and stimulating festival of the last ten
years.

Terry Gifford managed the programme with the skill of a necromancer,
summoning up Hamish Brown and Paul Pritchard at the eleventh hour to
stand in for Rennie Mcowan and Rob Collister. Hamish Brown's short
story 'A Bothy Haunting' set the mood for the rest of the day: his eerie
images of unexplained footsteps in the snow being balanced by a hilarious
tip on how to warm toes up after a winter walk.

The ethereal-looking Paul Pritchard, obviously not yet fully recovered
from his near-fatal fall while ice climbing, read two pieces from commis
sioned work in progress. The first, delineating an out-of-body experience
after another near-fatal fall in Wen Zawn, had the audience holding their
collective breath, aware of one of Britain's most talented rock climbers now
writing at the limits of his being about the 'minutiae of pain'. Lying broken

* Thanks are also due to Mike Fletcher for organising this well-run and most
enjoyable Symposium. Ed.
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in the sea, terrified to 'inhale more panic', Pritchard realised he could quite
easily 'slip out of his own back door'. His equally good second piece came
across as an ironic, modern 'Under Milkwood'. Pritchard's manuscript,
provisionally entitled Deep Play, could well be the book of 1997.

David Craig, co-founder with Terry Gifford of the first Festival and cur
rent chairman of the Boardman-Tasker judges, then read evocatively from
his latest book Landmarks about a failed attempt on a desperate route up
the Rock of Gibralter. He was followed by another poetic Scot, Andrew
Greig, whose book The Return of John McNab revives the ghost of John
Buchan's character to challenge landownershp in the Highlands today. But
instead of reading from this text he took us, through poems and songs
charged with mordant wit, on a short tour of his prodigious talent.

After the very much 'in body' experience of a Bretton Hall lunch, Mikel
Vause, North American climber and professor, invoked Emmerson,
Thoreau, Muir and Doug Scott to help us understand how the transcend
ental experience of mountaineering has to be continually recommunicated
to mountaineers if it is to retain its power to inspire the human spirit. Vause's
major thesis required more time and attention, perhaps; but by now the
audience really wanted more close encounters of the first kind - with real
mountaineering writing. Steve Ashton provided it, giving us a dramatised
enactment of a scene from his manuscript 'Fear of Falling' in which a
mental patient, speaking from a divided self, found momentary release from
the body by clinging to the hospital brickwork in a ghostly parody of
climbing.

This stunning performance couldn't surely be equalled? But it was.
Maggie Body, formerly in charge of the mountaineering list at Hodder and
Stoughton, regaled us with a collection ofhilarious anecdotes gleaned from
a lifetime of working with climbing writers. No one was spared, from Eric
Shipton, from whom she learned that often 'mountaineers don't know where
the hell they've been', to Doug Scott, to whom 'words don't come easily',
which is why he 'weighs each one carefully and then becomes partial to it'.
Her obvious love of her subject and authors and her delicately delivered
but feisty presentation had the audience roaring with laughter and applause.

Two superb ghost stories, winners of the High magazine writing com
petition, followed, read atmospherically by Ian Smith; a forum on 'Getting
Published Now' featuring Ken Wilson of Baton Wicks, Peter Hodgkiss of
The Ernest Press and Maggie Body, gave would-be authors hope and helpful
hints; and David Craig returned to read from the adjudication of the
Boardman Tasker judges.

Viewing Jill Aldersley's beautiful watercolours during tea was a delightful
prelude to Catherine Destivelle's presentation. Flying in with only minutes
to spare, Destivelle talked rather haltingly about her climbing life, touching
only fleetingly on her own accident in Antarctica which must have brought
her almost to the same point of departure as Paul Pritchard. Warming to
her subject, she showed slides of her stunning achievements, and also talked
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about her forthcoming book, a climbing instruction manual for children
written with her husband Eric Decamp.

Full of the spirit of the present festival and memories of festivals past, a
younger and wiser audience went off into the night with dreams of festivals
still to come.

Tim Noble

(For details of fUture Festivals write to Terry Gifford, Bretton Hall College, West
Bretton, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF44LG.)

DOWN THE GULLY - UP THE CREEK!

By Mike Banks

It is no ordinary sort of mountain expedition that will generate sustained
front-page world media attention, .to be followed by three recently pub
lished books, I to be capped in January 1997 by a two-hour TV dramatis
ation of the expedition, called The Place of the Dead, and a one-hour TV
documentary featuring a return to the scene. And all this, not for climbing
a mountain but just abseiling off it!

I am, of course, alluding to the foredoomed Army expedition to make
the first complete descent by abseil of Low's Gully on Kinabalu (13,455ft;
40 !Om) in Borneo in 1994. 'Foredoomed' because the leader, Lt Col Robert
Neill, got the planning all wrong and then made a hash of leading it.

To explain, the voie normale is an easy and enjoyable tourist route up the
south side of Kinabalu. The north side is intimidating. Here Low's Gully
cuts a narrow slit in a huge and precipitous rock face. Flash floods can
turn the gully into a titanic drainpipe. Vast rounded boulders block the
way. At the bottom you have to fight your way out through miles of mat
ted, leech-infested rainforest. Clearly a high standard of mountaineering
and jungle know-how is required. Both were sadly lacking.

The root cause of the disaster was that Neill grossly underestimated the
difficulties. He fielded a cumbersome party of 10 of whom only one was
an experienced climber. Quite the most deplorable aspect of this whole
sorry episode was that three young Chinese soldiers from Hong Kong,
without previous experience and speaking only poor English, were drafted
in as members without any idea of what was involved.

Further, Neill disregarded the advice of our member Robert New, who
had abseiled down most of the upper gully with Stephen Pinfield in 1991.2

They had moved fast and light. Even so, they sensibly cut out of the gully
to safety at that point. Neill also disregarded the caution given to him by
local Outward Bound instructor David Powell, that his party was too
cumbersome and inexperienced. Neither did he take flares or radio, branded
by John Hunt as 'sheer criminal negligence'. The final straw was that he
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failed to inform anyone of his planned date of return so that the alarm
would be raised if they became seriously overdue.

Neill assured early disintegration by trying to flog up 5000ft on the first
day with 901b rucksacks. The group fell apart and never really came together
again. The three Chinese, realising what they had been let in for, asked to
leave the expedition. Neill autocratically refused. The climbing expert,
Commando Cpl Rich Mayfield, wisely suggested that the party split into
two, the stronger members tackling the gully while the weaker ones, Neill
included, moved round to the bottom to give support. Another blunt refusal.
As they moved higher up the peak Neill showed a fatal ability to fritter
away vital time, despite having only 10 days' rations.

Like a Greek tragedy unfolding, they started down the gully already
some four days behind schedule. The party now naturally divided. In front,
the five fit NCOs pioneered the route. Neill had told them that two good
abseils would do the trick. They made six and saw only problems ahead. The
dithering Neill was out of touch with the front party, and the three Chinese
were by now thoroughly scared and reluctant to go on. The front party,
having pulled down their ropes, was committed. Near permanent cloud
made visual contact impossible. They just hoped that Neill had done the
sensible thing and pulled out. Food levels were now dangerously low. They
had to press on.

Neill's party had got stuck and stayed put. The descent was hairy in the
extreme. One Corporal survived a horrendous fall and managed to continue
in spite of his injuries. There were many perilous abseils on near-vertical,
vegetated cliffs and desperate 40ft leaps into rock pools. Then they got out
of touch in the jungle and split into two groups. The trio that had more
food managed to stagger out and raise the alarm. The other two had to
walk for a week without food and were within a whisker of death when
they stumbled into a village.

A massive Malaysian/British search and helicopter rescue followed which
grabbed the world headlines. Delayed by bad weather, a Malaysian heli
copter operating in hazardous conditions plucked the five marooned men
to safety. They had been 33 days on the mountain.

At a subsequent Board of Enquiry three NCOs, including Mayfield, were
commended for their performance. Neill was castigated for 'flawed'
leadership and for being 'over-ambitious' - I think he got off lightly. The
deputy leader, Major Ron Foster, quickly cashed in on the media, his diary
alone netting him £25,000 and that was only starters. The last paragraph
of one of the books, Connaughton's Descent into Chaos states:

'The Board concluded, 'said an official who hadseen theproceedings, 'that Foster's
background was unsuitable to allow him to participate in the leadership of such an
exercise. They were shocked by the speed with which he sought to derive commercial
advantage from their collective misfortune. '

The Other Ranks had been warned not to speak to the Press! And so
ended the hullabaloo on Kinabalu.
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NOTES

I. Ron Foster and Robert Neill, SOS. Century, 1996.
Richard Connaughton, Descent into Chaos. Brassey, 1996.
Rich Mayfie1d, Kinabalu Escape. Constable, 1997.

2. RobertNew, 'Kinaba1u: Summit of Borneo'. AJ100, 145-155, 1995.

LA SENTINELLE ROUGE

Gino Buscaini has kindly pointed out that the route La Sentinelle Rouge is
marked incorrectly on the photograph of the Brenva Face of Mont Blanc
on page 180 of the 1996 Alpine Journal. The route is correctly shown on a
similar photograph which appears in Gino Buscaini's Monte Bianco Vol]
(Club AIpino ItaIiano, 1994).
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